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APPLE - APPLE cs 
APPLE vArio - sAr X

roTArY MoWErs

26 - 90 HP

Quality by Design
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Discover the 

Advantages of

INNOVATION

> nearly 70 years experience, 35 in mowers
> continuous research for new solutions and technologies
> optimal material, with low wear

QUALITY

> every machine is tested before leaving the factory
> use of the best components only
> low wear

RELIABILITY

> high performance machines
> close to customer sales and service network
> fast and efficient customer care
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APPLE 145
APPLE 170

APPLE cs 145
APLLE cs 170

APPLE cs 200
APPLE cs 220

APPLE vario 135 – 185
APPLE vario 170 – 230

SAR X 150 – 230
SAR X 180 – 300
SAR X 200 – 320

SAR X 250 – 360

Different types of SEPPI rotary mowers, comprehensive view:

roTArY MoWErs

Rotary mowers make easy work of mulching in orchards 
and vineyards. Their low profile allows mulching close to 
and around trees, while protecting the fruit.

The aim of SEPPI M. is to help the work of farmers. 
That’s why they focus so much on quality and reliability. 
Simple maintenance and long life make SEPPI mowers 
very efficient.

rotary mowers of SEPPI M.:
›  power from 26 to 90 HP
›  different models of rotary mowers for use in
   orchards, vineyards and greenspace maintenance

a satisfied apple farmer
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APPLE
Low profile – high performance!

gearbox for reversible 
rotation of the knives

knives with vacuum 
effect for a regular and 
clean cut on the whole 
width of the machine

S: standard - O: option - X: not available

breakaway protection to 
avoid damage when 
hitting obstacles

hitch allows float over 
ground contours

The APPLE is a strong rotary mower for mowing 
grass in orchards and vineyards.

Adjustable support wheels make it possible 
to adjust the mower to the wheel width of the 
tractor. Adaptation to the ground contours is 

further helped by the hitch.
The reversible direction of rotation of the knives 
allows discharging the cut material either to the 

side or centrally behind the mower.

features APPLE

working speed 6-9 km/h
ISO 3-point-linkage cat. 1
side shift hyd., up to 80 cm [31”]
gearbox without freewheel 540 rpm
input shaft 1 3/8” Z=6
reversible rotation direction of the knives S
roller scraper S
back and rear support wheels, adjustable in height and width
hydraulic fittings needed 1 double acting
standard knives rotating knives

26-60 HP

model APPLE 
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options

PTO shaft with freewheel O 011
herbicide spraying system XID O 191
chevrons for transportation 
on public roads O 162

Side shift APPLE

APPLE

working width
cm [“]

overall width
cm [“]

depth
cm [“]

height
cm [“]

weight* 
kg [lb]

knives
#

kW
min-max

HP
min-max

145 [57] 150 [59] 168 [66] 95 [37] 411 [162] 4 19-44 26-60
170 [67] 175 [69] 168 [66] 95 [37] 435 [171] 4 20-44 28-60

S: standard - O: option - X: not available

* The weight of the machine is approximate, it refers to the standard version without any options and it may vary.

The smaller APPLE model has 160 cm [63“] side shift 
to the right of the center line of the tractor. 

The larger model has 189 cm [74“] side shift.
APPLE d D

145 [57”] 70 cm [28”] 160 cm [63”]
170 [67”] 65 cm [26”] 189 cm [74”]

26-60 HP
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APPLE cs

Large side shift, both left and right!

low profile to protect 
trees and fruit

adjustable support 
wheels to determine 

the height of cut

Rounded angles 
for easy manoeuvring. 
No grass sticks in the 

rear protection. 

S: standard - O: option - X: not available

Special attachment hitch 
for easy reversing of the 

machine. Up to L=170 
central attachment. From 

L=200 side attachment.

The APPLE cs perfectly adapts to ground 
conditions – thanks to its adjustable support 

wheels and to the floating hitch.
The machine is reversible, with possible front 

attachment. Knives are protected by an anti-
shock system. The height of cut is adjustable, 

grass can be discharged to the sides 
or down the middle.

features APPLE cs

working speed 6-9 km/h
cat. 1 & 2 ISO 3-point linkage reversible
side shift hyd., up to 80 cm [31”]
gearbox without freewheel 540 rpm
input shaft 1 3/8” Z=6
reversible rotation direction of the knives S
roller scraper S
front and rear support wheels, adjustable in height and width
hydraulic fittings needed 1 double acting
standard knives rotating knives

26-60 HP

model APPLE cs
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APPLE cs
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options

PTO shaft with freewheel O 011
front attachment O 101
1000 rpm gearbox O 018
herbicide spraying system XID O 191
chevrons for transportation 
on public roads O 162

APPLE cs

working width
cm [“]

overall width
cm [“]

depth 
cm [“]

height
cm [“]

weight* 
kg [lb]

knives
#

kW
min-max

HP
min-max

145 [57] 150 [59] 168 [66] 95 [37] 411 [906] 4 19-44 26-60
170 [67] 175 [69] 168 [66] 95 [37] 435 [959] 4 20-44 28-60
200 [79] 205 [81] 168 [66] 95 [37] 480 [1058] 6 20-60 28-80
220 [87] 225 [89] 168 [66] 95 [37] 552 [1216] 6 20-60 28-80

APPLE cs d D
145 [57”] 70 cm [28”] 132 cm [52”]
170 [67”] 70 cm [28”] 155 cm [61”]
200 [79”] 132 cm [52”] 135 cm [53”]
220 [87”] 138 cm [54”] 143 cm [56”]

Side shift APPLE cs

* The weight of the machine is approximate, it refers to the standard version without any options and it may vary.

The envelope of movement of the 
hydraulic side shift varies according 

to the working width and attachment of the linkage.
On the APPLE cs 145 and 170 cm the attachment is 

on the side: the side shift is mainly to the right.
On APPLE cs 200 and 220 cm the attachment 

is in the middle and side shift is equal 
to the right and to the left. 

S: standard - O: option - X: not available

26-60 HP
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APPLE vArio  50-90 HP

features APPLE vario

working speed 6-9 km/h
ISO 3-point linkage cat. 1 & 2
side shift hydraulic
gearbox with freewheel 540 rpm
input shaft 1 3/8” Z=6
reversible rotation direction of the knives S
roller scraper S
support wheels, adjustable in height and width
hydraulic fittings needed 3 double acting
standard knives rotating knives

The APPLE vario is a tough rotary mower with variable 
working width. This is specially useful where rows are 

irregular. The working width can be varied by 50 cm [20“] 
(for the APPLE vario 135-185 cm), or by 60 cm [24“] 

(for the APPLE vario 170-230). 
Support wheels are adjustable in height and

perfectly adapt to the wheel width of the tractor.
Adjustable height of cut additionally 

provides an ideal result.

Mulching becomes more fun – 
with the variable working width!

hydraulic 
side shift

when changing the working 
width, support wheels are 
adjusted automatically

overlapping knives 
for a regular cut, 

even with changing 
working width 

S: standard - O: option - X: not available

model APPLE vario
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L min

L max D

APPLE vArio 50-90 HP

Side shift APPLE vario

APPLE vario L min L max D
135-185 135 cm [53”] 185 cm [73”] 25 [10”]
170-230 170 cm [67”] 230 cm [91”] 30 [12”]

L = working width

The APPLE vario not only has variable working 
width, it also comes with hydraulic side shift. 

According to the working width, the side shift is 
either 25 cm [10“] or 30 cm [12“] to both sides.

APPLE vario

working width 
cm [“]

overall width
cm [“]

depth
cm [“]

height
cm [“]

weight* 
kg [lb]

knives
#

kW
min-max

HP
min-max

135-185 [53-73] 140-190 [55-75] 150 [59] 95 [37] 540 [1190] 4 37-67 50-90
170-230 [67-91] 175-235 [69-93] 150 [59] 95 [37] 600 [1320] 4 37-67 50-90

* The weight of the machine is approximate, it refers to the standard version without any options and it may vary.

AP
PL

E 
va

rio

O
PT

options

PTO shaft with freewheel O 011
herbicide spraying system XID O 191
chevrons for transportation 
on public roads O 162

S: standard - O: option - X: not available
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sAr X 41-80 HP

The wide little mower.

Two advantages are combined 
in the double outrigger arm: not only is the 
working width variable, but also the area in 

between plants is easily reachable for clean 
mulching. The outrigger arms are adjustable 

individually or can be synchronized. A sensitive 
toucher makes it possible to closely mulch 

around the trees without damaging them. 
Also, the machine has side shift. 

The SAR X is a strong grass mower, 
leaving a clean result even in high grass. 

Support wheels and floating mechanism allow 
the mower to follow the contours of the ground.

wide rear support wheel, 
for working in damp grounds

features SAR X

working width 6-9 km/h
ISO 3-point linkage  cat. 1 reversible
side shift hydraulical
gearbox without freewheel double 540 rpm
input shaft 1 3/8” Z=6
reversible rotation direction of the knives  S
front support wheels, adjustable in height and width
rear support wheels, adjustable in height 
hydraulic fittings needed 3 double acting
standard knives rotating knives

Floating outrigger arms to follow 
the contours of the ground.
Low profile for protecting the 
fruit in the orchards.

easily turnable linkage 
for front drive

S: standard - O: option - X: not available

model SAR X
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L min

L max D

sAr X 41-80 HP

Side shift SAR X

SAR X L min L max D
150-230 150 cm [59”] 230 cm [91”] 35 cm [14”]
180-300 180 cm [71”] 300 cm [118”] 35 cm [14”]
200-320 200 cm [79”] 320 cm [126”] 35 cm [14”]
250-360 250 cm [98”] 360 cm [142”] 35 cm [14”]
L = working width

The outrigger arms of the SAR X are variable 
as required. Folded outirgger arms reduce the 

working width to the minimum. Open the 
outrigger arms for maximum working width. 

Side shift is 35 cm [14”], both to the left and to the right.

SA
R 

X

OP
T

options

PTO shaft with freewheel O 011
1000 rpm gearbox O 018
hyd. remote control O 144
hyd. sensitive toucher O 155
herbicide spraying system XID O 191
chevrons for transportation 
on public roads O 162

S: standard - O: option - X: not available

SAR X

working width
cm [“]

overall width
cm [“]

depth
cm [“]

height
cm [“]

weight* 
kg [lb]

knives
#

kW
min-max

HP
min-max

150-230 [59-91] 240 [94] 180 [71] 105 [41] 390 [860] 4+4 30-59 41-80
180-300 [71-118] 310 [122] 210 [83] 105 [41] 530 [1170] 4+4 30-59 41-80
200-320 [79-126] 330 [130] 215 [85] 105 [41] 620 [1370] 4+4 35-59 48-80
250-360 [98-142] 370 [146] 230 [91] 105 [41] 830 [1830] 6+4 41-59 55-80

* The weight of the machine is approximate, it refers to the standard version without any options and it may vary.
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Il nostro team è a Sua disposizione
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SEPPI M. ltd - Zona Artigianale 1 - 39052 Caldaro (Bolzano) Italy
Tel. +39 0471 963550 - Fax +39 0471 962547 - sales@seppi.it - www.seppi.com

AgricuLTurAL, forEsTrY And indusTriAL MuLchErs

Founded in 1939 by Max Seppi and specializing in the manufacture of mowers since 1970, SEPPI M. 
is now one of the foremost manufacturers in its sector – not only in Italy, but throughout the world.

 
“The best for farm and forest” – SEPPI’s motto, commit the company to the manufacture of only the 

best equipment whether for agriculture, forestry or greenspace maintenance.

The decades of experience and tireless research for better technology and materials guarantee 
products of the highest quality which will provide unrivalled service even in hard conditions.

Discover the advantages offered by the equipment of SEPPI M.!

The Advantage 
of High Quality

AUTHORIZED DEALER

Contact our team for further information!


